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Preface
The water use planning process for BC Hydro's Elko project was initiated in May 2002
and concluded in April 2003.
The operating changes proposed in this Water Use Plan reflect the consensus
recommendations of the Elko Water Use Plan Consultative Committee.
BC Hydro thanks all those who participated in the process that led to the production of
this Water Use Plan. The proposed conditions for the operation of BC Hydro’s facilities
will not come into effect until implemented under the Water Act.
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INTRODUCTION
The operating conditions proposed in this plan reflect the recommendations of
the Elko Water Use Plan Consultative Committee. The basis for the proposed
terms and conditions to be authorized under the Water Act for the beneficial use
of water at the Elko hydroelectric project are set out in this document. Future
reference to the Elko project includes all works including, Elko Dam and
headpond, Elko powerhouse (generating station), associated works.
The proposed conditions will result in minor changes to current operations and
are expected to provide benefits for fish downstream of the dam and downstream
the generating station during winter months. The recommendations may also
result in benefits for aquifer recharging although these benefits are uncertain.
A monitoring program is proposed to study key uncertainties, reinforce
operational recommendations, and enhance future operating decisions. Refer to
the Elko Water Use Plan: Consultative Committee Report dated September 2003
for details on the consultative process, interests, objectives, performance
measures, key trade-offs, values associated with operating alternatives, expected
benefits and the proposed monitoring program. A review period has also been
specified for this Water Use Plan.

2.0

DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

2.1

Location
The Elko project is located within the Regional District of East Kootenay on the
Elk River, in southeastern British Columbia, approximately 70 km southeast of
Cranbrook. The facilities associated with the Elko project are readily accessible
via a secondary road off Highway 3. A map showing the location and general
layout of the project is provided in Figure 2.1.

2.2

Existing Works
The Elko Dam, originally built in 1924, is located on the Elk River
approximately 16 km upstream of Lake Koocanusa, which is the reservoir
impounded by the Libby Dam in Montana, USA. The current physical structures
comprising the Elko project include the following:
Elko Dam: Elko is a concrete dam with a crest length of 66 metres (m) and a
maximum height of 16 m. The elevation of the top of the dam is El. 917.67 m
above sea level.1

1 Datum relative to Geological Survey of Canada (GSC).
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The dam consists of a number of components which include: a concrete cut-off
and crib abutment structure, a concrete training wall, a flashboarded overflow
spillway, a gated sluiceway, a second stoplogged overflow spillway, a low level
sluice, and a power intake structure at the right abutment.
The east overflow spillway has a length of 28.1 m and a crest elevation of
El. 914.39 m, which can be raised to a maximum elevation of El. 917.17 m with
flashboards. The west overflow spillway has a length of 17.9 m and a crest
elevation of El. 914.26 m, which is normally raised to an elevation of
El. 917.19 m by wooden stoplogs installed on top of the crest.
The gated sluiceway has a crest elevation of El. 910.20 m. The sluiceway has
two radial gates which have a combined discharge capacity of 560 m³/s. The dam
also has a low level outlet (sluice gate) with a sill elevation of El. 908.22 m.
The power intake draws water from the headpond into a penstock which delivers
water to the generating station. The penstock is comprised of a 457 m long
concrete pipeline that connects to a 609 m long concrete-lined rock tunnel with a
surge tank located 46 m from the downstream end of the tunnel. Two steel
penstocks then carry water down a steep slope to the generating station.
Elko Dam Headpond: The Elko dam headpond is small with a surface area of
10 ha and a storage capacity of 600 000 m3.
Elko Generating Station: The Elko generating station contains two Francis
turbines with a combined output of 12 MW and a discharge capacity of 25 m³/s.
Water is discharged from the generating station into a plunge pool on the
Elk River approximately 1.2 km downstream of the dam. (See Figure 2-1).
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Figure 2-1: Map of Elko
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HYDROLOGY OF THE ELK RIVER BASIN
The Elk River originates from Elk Lakes located in the Continental Range
adjacent to the Alberta border in southeastern British Columbia. For its origin
Elk River flows south for approximately 185 km where it joins the
Kootenay River, which flows into the upper end of Lake Koocanusa. From the
headwaters to its mouth the Elk River drops about 1000 m. The general relief
varies from about El. 1000 m to El. 3200 m, with a mean basin elevation of
approximately 1800 m. The basin area above Elko Dam occupies 3530 km2 and
is immediately to the east of the Bull River basin for much of the upper
watershed.
The Elk River watershed is heavily forested with vegetation thinning above
El. 1500 m and reaching tree line between El. 1880 m to 1900 m. In the upper
part of the watershed there are several glaciated areas. Three major tributaries
join the Elk River: Fording River and Michel Creek near Sparwood, and the
Wigwam River downstream of the dam. There is little natural storage within the
Elk River basin.
The Elk River basin experiences moderate snowpacks in the winter, warming
conditions in April to June, and often, heavy short-duration rainfall from May
through August. Spring runoff begins in April and peaks in late May or early
June. The periods of highest streamflow can be attributed to melting snow
augmented by short duration rain-on-snow events.
The mean annual discharge for the Elk River at Elko Dam is about 60 m³/s.
Several major flood events have been observed on the Elk River. The highest
recorded flow, based on Water Survey of Canada flow records is estimated at
818 m³/s.

4.0

OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR FACILITY

4.1

Role of Facility in Provincial System
The Elko generating facility is part of BC Hydro’s integrated generating system
which is described in Making the Connection published by BC Hydro in
April 2000.
The average annual generation of the Elko project is about 73.0 GWh, enough
electricity to serve 7300 homes for one year.

4.2

Water Use at Elko Facility
The Elko project is a run-of-river plant facility so energy production varies as a
function of river flows throughout the year. The headpond is small and has little
storage capability. As a result, water flows over the spillway for a good part of
the year between March to September. During non-freshet periods, when the east
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spillway flashboards are in place, the level of the headpond is kept relatively
constant and most of the inflow is diverted to the generating station. During the
freshet, any changes in headpond level are primarily caused by fluctuations in
inflow (rainfall and snowmelt runoff).
The optimum winter headpond operating level is El. 917.0 m, which is just below
the top of the 2.78 m high east flashboards. When ice covers the headpond, water
level fluctuations are minimized to prevent the ice sheet from damaging the
flashboards or the stoplogs on other sections of the dam.
During low flow periods the water level is controlled by varying power output at
Elko generating station or by operating the low level sluice. Both generating units
and the low level sluice can be operated remotely from BC Hydro’s South
Interior Control Centre (SIC).
4.3

Emergencies and Dam Safety
Emergencies and dam safety requirements shall take precedence over the
constraints outlined in this Water Use Plan. Emergencies include actual and
potential loss of power to customers. Dam safety requirements for operations are
outlined in Elko Dam: Operation, Maintenance and Surveillance Manual for
Dam Safety (OMS ELK) issued by BC Hydro’s Director of Dam Safety.

4.4

Conditions for the Operation of Works for Diversion and Use of Water
The conditions outlined in this section are proposed for the operations of the Elko
hydroelectric project. BC Hydro may not be able to operate within these
constraints during extreme hydrological events.

4.4.1

Elko Dam Minimum Flow
BC Hydro will provide a minimum flow of 0.50 m3/s year round downstream of
the Elko dam.1

4.4.2

Elko Generating Station Ramping Rates
The ramping rate is for the ramping down of units when the total reduction in
discharges from the powerhouse will reduce the river flow downstream of the
generating station by more than 20 %. In these situations, BC Hydro will ramp
down the units at a maximum rate of 12.5 m3/s per hour to reduce the fluctuation
in river flow below the generating station for planned outages. A controlled flow
reduction is not possible for forced outages.
BC Hydro may periodically backflush the intake trashracks during spill events by
rapidly, and briefly, shutting down the generating units and causing a pulse to
flow back up the penstock.

1

Revised per instructions from Comptroller of Water Rights, 28 April 2005.
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Elko Headpond
The maximum rate of change of headpond elevation will be 15 cm per hour ramp
down rate during draining operations (e.g., seasonal flashboard installation and
removal, civil inspections). There were no other conditions specified for
headpond operations.

5.0

PROGRAMS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Development of the operating recommendations for the Elko project was
complicated by some uncertainties and information gaps. The operating
recommendations of the Consultative Committee are contingent on the
implementation of a monitoring program to reduce these uncertainties over time.
Upon direction from the Comptroller of Water Rights, BC Hydro will undertake
a monitoring program that will:
•

Assess expected outcomes of the operational changes being
recommended.

•

Provide improved information for future operating decisions.

The main elements of the monitoring program are described below. Estimated
annual costs for these studies and associated tasks are summarized in the Elko
Water Use Plan: Consultative Committee Report.
Habitat Maintenance (Survival) Flow in Canyon below Elko Dam: There is
uncertainty regarding the amount of water required to maintain flows
downstream of the dam during winter months. This study will determine if a
minimum flow of 0.50 m³/s provides an adequate base flow to mitigate the
freezing up of over-wintering habitat and refuge areas for fish, and maintains
habitat connectivity during sustained periods of cold weather.
Assessment of Headpond Levels: BC Hydro will investigate the feasibility of
tightening the range (or fluctuation) of normal headpond levels during the nonfreshet period (from approximately 1 October to 31 April when the east spillway
flashboards are installed). During this time, BC Hydro targets headpond forebay
levels at El. 917.0 m and water levels typically vary within a 30 cm range from
this target. If it is found that this range can be reduced (e.g., from 30 cm
to 15 cm; so that water levels are on average slightly higher) using the existing
control devices, it is expected that BC Hydro will implement this change during
the non-freshet period following Water Use Plan implementation.
Assessment of Headpond Drawdown Rates: There is uncertainty regarding the
relationship between rate of drawdown and the level of suspended sediments
downstream of the dam during flashboard installation and removal, and during
dam safety inspections. This study will assess the degree to which a slower
headpond drawdown rate reduces suspended sediment levels and determine how
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elevation ranges and drawdown rates affect the extent of fish stranding. It will
propose an appropriate rate to mitigate fish impacts.
Assessment of Headpond Side Channel/Sinkholes: There is uncertainty
regarding the relationship between the headpond operating level and the potential
for water infiltration through the sinkholes located in the side channel at the
upper part of the headpond. This study would locate and measure the elevations
of the sinkholes and attempt to measure the amount of water infiltration into the
sinkholes.

6.0

IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The proposed conditions and the monitoring program in this Water Use Plan will
be implemented after BC Hydro receives direction from the Comptroller of
Water Rights.

7.0

EXPECTED WATER MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Implications for the provincial interests considered during the preparation of this
Water Use Plan are expected outcomes based on the best available information.
After BC Hydro has been directed to implement the operational changes,
BC Hydro will be responsible for meeting the operational parameters but not for
achieving the expected outcomes.

7.1

Other Licensed Uses of Water
The proposed conditions are not expected to impact other current water licence
holders. Based on anecdotal evidence received from local residents, there is
strong belief, in and around the community of Baynes Lake, that their
groundwater aquifer is recharged from “sinkholes” located in the Elko headpond.
The proposed conditions may provide benefits for aquifer recharging.

7.2

Riparian Rights
The proposed conditions are not expected to affect riparian rights associated with
the headpond or along the river below the facilities.

7.3

Fisheries
The proposed conditions are expected to benefit fish and fish habitat by
improving overwintering habitat for fish and reducing the risk that habitat is
disconnected and dewatered in other periods. In addition, the implementation of a
ramp down rate during planned maintenance outages at the generating units is
expected to reduce spawning and incubation disruption.1

1

A controlled flow reduction is not possible with forced outages.
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Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat
The proposed conditions are not expected to affect wildlife or wildlife habitat,
however, some indirect benefits are expected as a result of fish benefits.

7.5

Flood Control
The proposed conditions are not expected to change flood control conditions on
the Elk River.

7.6

Recreation
There are no formal agreements, restrictions or obligations for recreational
purposes associated with the operation of Elko. The proposed conditions are not
expected to affect recreational use of the area.

7.7

Water Quality
No change is expected in the quality of water released from any of the water
release facilities associated with the Elko project.

7.8

Industrial Use of Water
There are no formal agreements, restrictions or obligations for residential,
commercial and industrial purposes associated with the operation of Elko.

7.9

First Nations Considerations
The Elko project is in the asserted traditional use area of the Ktunaxa
First Nations. The proposed conditions are expected to benefit fish and wildlife,
which are important aspects of their traditional use of the area.

7.10

Archaeological Considerations
The proposed conditions are not expected to affect archaeological interests.

7.11

Power Generation
The proposed conditions are expected to have a small negative impact on power
generation. This impact is from providing year round minimum flows below the
dam and headpond flows into sinkholes.
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BC Hydro will submit data as required to the Comptroller of Water Rights to
demonstrate compliance with the conditions conveyed in the Water Licences.
The requirements include:

8.2

a.

Keep records of:
i. Elko headpond elevation
ii. Elko Generating Station discharge
iii. Elko Dam discharge

b.

Provide a written report to the Comptroller of Water Rights on or before
1 February of each year summarizing the exceptions to a. from the previous
calendar year; and

c.

Provide, on request of the Comptroller of Water Rights, records collected
under a.

Non-compliance Reporting
Non-compliance with any operation ordered by the Comptroller of Water Rights
will be reported to the Comptroller in a timely manner.

8.3

Monitoring Program Reporting
Reporting procedures will be determined as part of the terms of reference for
each study or undertaking. Details of the terms of reference are included in the
Elko Water Use Plan: Consultative Committee Report.

9.0

PLAN REVIEW
A review of this Water Use Plan is recommended within 10 years of its
implementation. A review may be triggered sooner if significant new risks or
opportunities are identified.

10.0 NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES
Notification procedures for floods and other emergency events are outlined in the
Aberfeldie, Elko and Spillimacheen Dams Emergency Planning Guide and the
Power Supply Emergency Plan East Kootenay Generation (PSEP). Both these
documents are filed with the Office of the Comptroller of Water Rights.
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